CONFERENCING LEADS TO SELF-RELIANT LEARNERS AND TEACHERS

Kay Harley
It's writing time in a split 5th/6th grade classroom. Students are writing at their desks. using dictionaries at the editing table to check spelling. reading drafts to each other in pairs. speaking a completed piece into a tape recorder to see how it sounds. and illustrating a story for publication. On the floor in one corner of the room Jane confers with her teacher. Oblivious to the other sounds in the classroom. Jane reads her four pages aloud. Writing conferences such as this one are a model of student-centered language arts. They provide a powerful teaching/learning method which elevates the student's ideas and insights to a primary position while allowing plenty of seope for a teacher's response and instruction. Jane holds fast to the opening of her story, unwilling to change it simply to please the teacher. Through reading her text aloud, she can emphasize "boring" and give her opening sentence the intonation she wants. Jane has the confidence to "own" her story, to defend her words and her topic, and
Mrs. Z respects and even cultivates that ownership. Nonetheless, Jane learns from the conference. Mrs. Z uses this opportunity to remind Jane of a mini-lesson presented a few weeks earlier on finding focus for a story, selecting what to include, and deciding where to begin. That mini-lesson now takes on a personal meaning for Jane as she relates it to the choices she has made in the piece of writing about her grandpa. Jane's choice of opening when she wrote her first draft was probably unconscious and she likely followed the cornmon "bed-to-bed" narrative pattern of young writers in which all the events of the day are told with little selection and emphasis on the signifieant. Jane's eonference has now made this choice of opening a conscious one. The puzzled look at the start of the conference gives way to a willingness to defend her chOice even if she docsn't yet have the language to articulate reasons for that choice. ("I don't know. I just thought it was neat.") Mrs. Z has used the conference to teach Jane to become more Conferences have become familiar features of many writing process classrooms. However. their effectiveness as a teaching/learning method is not limited to a particular approach to teaching writing. Conferences can be powerful learning tools In any area precisely because they are so student-centered. They foster a friendly, direct verbal exchange between student and teacher and allow the teacher to see through the student's eyes. As the student leads. providing Impetus for the conference, the teacher can understand the unique perspective of this Indlvtdual student, at this moment, In terms of this material. Such an understanding enables the teacher to shape specific responses that lead to learning: to clarify misunderstandings, to reinforce concepts presented generally to the class.
to challenge to greater effort. And the benefits of seeing from the child's 
